Student Response in Drawing

Purpose
Teachers can now turn on drawing as a way to respond to an assignment. With this option, you will be able to either type your answer, draw your answer, or both. Once you submit a drawing, your teacher can give you feedback right on the drawing.

Navigation
1. Find the assignment you would like to complete in the My Classroom Assignments widget on your homepage.

You can also find an assignment by clicking My Classes, then My Class Assignments tab in the left navigator.

2. Once you have opened the assignment, you will have the option to either type, draw, or both. If you are going to draw, click the Start Drawing button.
After you click *Start Drawing*, you will see a full-page screen to draw your response.

The editor on the top of the screen will give you options of how to draw including adding shapes and text.

3. Once you are done with your drawing click the “x” on the top right corner of the drawing screen to go back to the assignment.

4. When you are done, click *Submit to Teacher* so they can grade it and give you feedback.